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St. Johns County Comprehensive Plan

A.1.2.5 - All Comprehensive Plan amendments shall provide justification for the 
need for the proposed amendment and demonstrate how the proposed 
amendment discourages urban sprawl and not adversely impact natural 
resources.

A.1.3 – Surrounding Land Use - The County shall locate land uses so they 
are compatible and complementary.

The following information explores these two objectives of the Comp Plan to 
clearly show how the proposed land use change away from conservation runs 
contrary to their intent and should not be approved.



St. Johns County Comprehensive Plan – A. 1.2.5

In evaluating proposed amendments, the 
County shall consider each of the following:

(a) the extent to which the proposed 
amendment is contiguous to an existing 
Development Area which has developed in a 
manner providing a compact, contiguous 
development pattern with the proposed 
amendment;

Only 3% of the Outpost is contiguous with 
existing development, 97% borders important 
conservation lands and waters



St. Johns County Comprehensive Plan – A. 1.2.5 Continued

(f) the extent to which the amendment will result in a sustainable development 
pattern through a balance of land uses that is internally interrelated; 
demonstrates an efficient use of land; ensures compatible development adjacent 
to agriculture lands; protects environmental qualities and characteristics; 
provides interconnectivity of roadways; supports the use of non-automobile 
modes of transportation; and appropriately addresses the infrastructure needs of 
the community.

• Removing the conservation designation from the Outpost and allowing residential 
development will destroy valuable ecological habitat, fragment habitat, alter 
hydrology, and introduce anthropogenic stressors including nutrients, 
pesticides, herbicides, and invasive plants.

• Together, these impacts will eliminate the majority of ecological value on the 
property, and will have significant impacts on adjacent conservation lands.



What is conservation?

Most of the conservation decisions that come before county boards involve 
property owners exercising their right to develop property in ways allowed by 
their land use designation and zoning.

• “Conservation” in this context means ensuring the applicant adheres to the 
special protections afforded protected species and habitats – those that are in 
such ecological trouble we even require attention to their conservation on land 
zoned for development.

• Today’s decision is different. It is about the larger goal of conserving all 
species: this includes rare species, declining species, and those that are the 
more common, characteristic species of our region. Without a diverse and 
robust set of conservation lands in the county, all species will become rare 
and need protection.



Pictures from the Habitat Assessment Submitted by the applicant



The Outpost contains many valuable ecological habitats

What is a “significant habitat?”

• Applicants Habitat Assessment reports states no “Significant Natural Communities” 
are present on site

• This could be confusing to many who review the report – it is a reference to a term in 
the Land Development Code which identifies 6 very rare habitats (of the ~70 
community types recognized in Florida)

• After detailed study by the ecological consultant, the hammock on site was classified as Mesic 

Hammock and not Maritime Hammock – a “Significant Natural Community.”

• However, Mesic Hammock is an ecologically significant community that supports 
numerous species including common, declining, and rare species. It has so many 
similarities to Maritime Hammock that it required a detailed analysis including 
floristic surveys and soil samples to establish the difference.



Residential development is not compatible with adjacent uses

This is not a “transition of density” from existing development to the Guana River WMA. 
The Outpost property is almost completely surrounded by the WMA (only 3% adjacent 
border with Neck Rd housing).

The Parks and Open Space FLUM designation of the surrounding land does allow a 
variety of uses – but most of those uses are not occurring. The uses of the surrounding 
land are established (WMA and an Aquatic Preserve) and has conservation as a primary 
focus.



These are not benefits (as listed in the application)

Developing according to code and following state and federal laws

• For example, treating to Outstanding Florida Waters means you will design a system anticipated to 

store/remove 95% of your pollution. In other words, you anticipate delivering 5% of your pollution to the 

Outstanding Florida Water

“Blending” residences into a natural setting

Not developing a wetland already designated as conservation

Only putting 13 docks over a marsh into an aquatic preserve

“Proving far more” than 25% open space, 5% upland natural vegetation, etc.

Since this land is already designated conservation, none of these are benefits 
of the project. They all describe various attempts to reduce ecological harm.



Residential development is not compatible with adjacent uses

From the Guana River Wildlife Management Area Management Plan:

Management Needs: Habitat restoration and improvement; public access and 
recreational opportunities; hydrological preservation and restoration; 
exotic and invasive species maintenance and control; imperiled species 
habitat maintenance, enhancement, and restoration. 

Acquisition Needs/Acreage: 100-acre parcel and 10-acre parcel FWC Additions and 
Inholdings list. 

Surplus Lands/Acreage: None

The Outpost is considered an important acquisition that would help the WMA meet their 
habitat conservation and management goals. Development would work against these.



Desired by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 
as part of the Guana River Wildlife Management Area

Conservation value is clear

• Identified within their Optimal Conservation Planning Boundary

• On FWC’s Florida Forever Additions and Inholdings Acquisition List



The area supports numerous species of conservation concern

Conservation is more than just endangered species

• Keeping common species common and preventing declining species from becoming 
rare (requiring legal protection)

• Species documented using the surrounding Wildlife Management Area

• >230 plant species (3 rare and imperiled species)

>230 bird species including 81 bird species identified by FWC as “species of greatest 
conservation need.” (These are species “that are imperiled, or are at risk of becoming imperiled in the future.”)

20 mammals
38 reptiles and amphibians

• 18 of the animal species are imperiled or protected

Conservation of these important resources should be supported by leaving the Outpost 
conservation designation and would be harmed by a conversion to residential housing.



Other issues with compatibility

Residential property would preclude FWC from burning the adjacent marsh 
– this is the most ecologically beneficial management technique

• Fire management already precluded by Neck Rd. houses to north where FWC is 
forced to use mechanical methods and herbicides due to easterly winds.

Residences bring invasive plants and outdoor cats

Even well-designed stormwater systems contribute pollutants to their 
receiving bodies. The adjacent Guana Lake is an Outstanding Florida Water 
that will likely be declared impaired for nutrients soon.



Development will negatively impact water quality in Guana Lake

Guana Lake is a valuable resource

• Part of the Guana River Marsh Aquatic 
Preserve

• Designated as an Outstanding Florida 
Water

• Already receives high-nutrient runoff and 
will likely be declared “impaired” due to 
nutrient pollution

• If declared impaired, TMDL and BMAPs 
will be seeking nutrient reductions from 
landowners and mangers in future

Annual geometric means shown. 1 value above 11 µg/L 

within a 3-year period indicates impairment.
Preliminary data from ongoing GTM NERR research.

Guana Lake during duckweed bloom in July 2019.



Conclusion

It is my expert opinion that development of the Outpost property would have 
significant environmental impacts to the ecological communities of the site and 
to the adjacent, conservation-focused properties. 

I request the Planning and Zoning Agency recommend denial of the transmittal 
of COMPAMD 2019-03 Vista Tranquila.


